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MATCH RESCHEDULE INFORMATION
A. All matches will be played as scheduled.
B. Matches may only be rescheduled as follows:
a. Head Coach coaching multiple teams
i. Every effort will be made by Regional Schedulers to avoid same day match time
scheduling conflicts involving coaches who are listed/rostered as the head coach
for multiple teams.
ii. Schedules should reflect at least 3 hours between kick-off times when
scheduling a match involving a coach who is listed/rostered as the head coach
for multiple teams.
iii. If a scheduling conflict exists, the head coach must notify their Regional Game
Schedular and Regional Commissioner to request a reschedule.
iv. Reschedule requests must be submitted prior to the second weekend of the
season.
v. Late reschedule requests will not be approved/accommodated.
vi. The Regional Schedular/Regional Commissioner must contact the opposing
teams Regional Schedular/Regional Commissioner to alert them of the reason
for the reschedule (i.e. head coach coaching multiple teams).
vii. The home and visiting region will work to reschedule the match to try and allow
at least 3 hours between kick-off times.
viii. When possible, it is preferred to reschedule the match for the same date as the
originally scheduled match – different time.
ix. Reschedule requests should be addressed by the Regional Scheduler/Regional
Commissioner within 3 days of the request.
x. Coach approvals regarding the rescheduled date/time/location are not required.
xi. Requests for Assistant Coach with dual team responsibilities will NOT be
approved/accommodated.
b. Field closed by City or School
i. From time to time, matches may be postponed due to field closures at the
request of the city or local school. (i.e. special event, poor field conditions, field
maintenance/repair, etc.)
ii. Every attempt will be made by the home teams Regional Scheduler and
Regional Commissioner to address any affected matches as quickly as possible.
iii. Due to existing conditions (i.e. permits, current/future game schedule, etc.)
some matches may be unable to be rescheduled.
iv. Matches unable to be rescheduled will be marked as canceled and will be
recorded as a game not played (for standings purposes).
v. Coach approvals regarding the reschedule date/time/location are not required.
c. Field closed due to inclement weather
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i. From time to time, matches may be postponed due to inclement weather (i.e.
rain, smoke, lightning, flooding, fire, etc.).
ii. Every attempt will be made by the home teams Regional Scheduler and
Regional Commissioner to address any affected matches as quickly as possible.
iii. Due to existing conditions (i.e. permits, current/future game schedule, etc.)
some matches may be unable to be rescheduled.
iv. Matches unable to be rescheduled will be marked as canceled and will be
recorded as a game not played (for standing purposes).
v. Coach approvals regarding the reschedule date/time/location are not required.
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